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Who needs an
Expert Witness MEP?

zebtec.co.za

BIM Overall-Coordinator
is an Expert Witness
„Our BIM Manager organizes milestones. This is
just one success for your project.“

Why is the BIM Overall-Coordinator an Expert?

>>

BIM-planning method provides you as a builder, our design auditor and design manager. This explains in advance who, when,
where and what participants have to do - with a few words.
		

„Our organigram shows,
how collaborative teams do work“

Do builders need an overall BIM-Coordinator?

Yes - Many competitors in Germany hardly know anything about
BIM. Therefore, every building owner needs an overall coordinator. Offers with an “egg-laying-wool-milk-sow” don‘t provide a concept.

What are advantages of an overall BIM-Coordinator?

Yes, our BIM Manager creates your advantage. From BIM-Execution-Plan to A-client-Information-Application. AIA and BEP do
describe your wishes for all participants.

>>
Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts.

Order?

Where can builders order?

Here with us. Click the trolley or
scan the code.

Film?

Where do builders see
more?

>>

Here you are - prepared for you.
Click the Clapperboard or scan
the code.

„We also notice collisions.“

Do overall BIM-Coordinators provide technical checks?

Our project platform in an early phase does provide access to various models. With a 360 ° mind he “sticks” individual BIM models
together. This ensures you to reach the goals.

>
Zebtec™ - Die TGA Experten.

Zebtec ™ supports operators, engineers, investors and building owners internationally. Our
overall BIM coordinator is the plan auditor and
planning coordinator.
Abbreviations explained
BIM Building Information Modeling
TGA Technical building equipment
MEP Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing
Goal oriented. Factual. Sympathetic.
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Milestones guide the way.

Shopping trolleys helps per click to reserve or order.
QR-codes finds contact via tablet or smartphone,
as well as film or informations.

Clapperboards find short films per click.
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